
- Pages clarify our yearnings. They keep an eye on our goals. They may provoke us, coax us, 

comfort us, even cajole us, as well as prioritize and synchronize the day at hand. If we are 

drifting, the pages will point that out. They will point the way True North. Each morning, as 

we face the page, we meet ourselves. The pages give us a place to vent and a place to dream. 

They are intended for no eyes but our own. 

- Our life becomes our own. We no longer sell ourselves out, giving our time and energy to 

others’ agendas. We have a choice whether to invest in others or ourselves. 

- Investing in ourselves is novel for many of us. 

- Longhand pages give us detail and the truth of how we feel emotionally. Accuracy is what we 

are after, not velocity. Longhand pages tell us precisely how we feel. These feelings may be 

uncomfortable, but they are ours. We name them, claim them. No longer ignored or obscured, 

they can be faced squarely. Once faced, they can no longer sabotage us. We find ourselves 

acting rather than acting out. 

- If you work on your creativity, you will grow spiritually. If you work on your spirituality, you 

will grow creatively. 

- Creativity and spirituality are so close they are intertwined. 

- Morning Pages are a potent form of prayer. As we become more and more truthful, we 

become more truly ourselves. We become more and more original because we become clearly 

the origin that our work springs from. 

- “Real” artists are people who have learned to create despite their fears. They have the knack 

of miniaturizing their Censor. 

- “I’ll just keep going” is a central lesson taught by Morning Pages. 

- Each page you write is a small manifesto. You are declaring your freedom—freedom 

- “In ten years, I have missed perhaps four days of pages,” reports Daniel. His pages led him to 

write a novel and then to self-publish it. His pages mentored him into a career as a fine arts 

portrait photographer. They encouraged him to bill properly for his time. He became solvent 

in his creativity, and he credits the Morning Pages with leading him forward. 

- The success of Morning Pages hinges on our doing them as close to awakening as we can. 

- Day by day, pages tutor us. We learn to act in our own best interests. We stop being victims 

of circumstance. A choice at a time, we begin to craft a life that reflects our authentic values. 

Rather than sitting on the sidelines critiquing the game, we start to participate. 

- Take good care of yourself. Remember that “treating yourself like a precious object will make 

you strong.” 

- I often pose four questions to myself and listen for the answers. You are listening for a higher 

and wiser self. I suggest posing your questions to Obi-Wan Kenobi from Star Wars, or Glinda 

the Good Witch of the South from The Wizard of Oz. Any older, higher, wiser persona will do. 



Now, here are the four questions: “What do I need to know?” “What do I need to try?” “What 

do I need to accept?” “What do I need to do?” 

- Most of us have a ceiling that we place on our creativity. We deem ourselves creative up to 

a point. Morning Pages may suggest we change the height of our ceiling. 

- Morning Pages are troubleshooters. They give us an early warning when trouble looms. They 

sharpen our self-protective instincts. 

- Working with Morning Pages, you become alert to signs and signals. They point the way to 

your path. Gradually, you begin to feel there is a benevolent “something” at work that is 

friendly to your goals. 

- The more specific you are in your Morning Pages, the better you are at contacting the 

Universe, asking for help. This source needs to know precisely where you are and how you are 

feeling. Write, “I am twenty pounds overweight and I haven’t written in fifteen years.” That 

gives the Universe something to work on. Don’t write, “I’m a little heavy and I haven’t written 

in a while.” If you are vague, the Universe will be vague as well. Use your pages to record 

precisely where you are. The Universe will respond precisely. Students are often astonished 

by the exactitude of the help they receive. I am no longer astonished. I have come to expect 

such made-to-order help. 

- No longer numb to our reactions, we begin to shape a life more to our liking. As we become 

more honest with ourselves, we are able to be more honest with others. 

- True intimacy is born. We encounter others authentically. No longer vague in our likes and 

dislikes, we are more colorful. Others are drawn to us as never before. 

- Morning Pages invite intimacy. Intimacy invites tenderness. We catch ourselves heeding 

ourselves like lovers. Like lovers, we pay rapt attention. Listening to our hearts, perhaps for 

the first time, we begin to be our own loving companion. The pages are simple yet profound. 

We discover an inner voice that speaks to us with greater and greater clarity. We have 

heightened intuitions and inklings. “The still, small voice” becomes increasingly amplified. We 

are urged to take small actions, and as we do, we feel a sense of grace. 

- Put simply, Morning Pages put us in touch with our need for change. 

- Writing the pages, we forge a one-on-one, personal relationship with the Great Creator. In 

return, we are guided very specifically. As we become more honest with ourselves and our 

maker, our maker is able to act more and more accurately on our behalf. Moving our hand 

across the page, we touch hands with the Great Creator. God’s hand moves through our own. 

- We teach our children to be brave through our own bravery, honest by our own honesty. As 

we are willing to be beginners, we model for our children the grace of starting something new. 

Setting aside perfectionism, we embrace process over product. 

- Valuing ourselves and our endeavors, we learn a healthy immunity to criticism. Our children 

do the same. 



- Children learn by what we do. If we allow ourselves to create freely, without the need for 

perfection, our children learn to do likewise. 

- They weren’t perfect, but they were, I told her, “perfect enough.” 

- The path to mastery is a long one, no matter the natural talent. It falls to us to show this to 

our children and to let them see the ups and downs of our own journey, our own imperfect 

process. 

- Amateurism—which translates to “for love”—is a wonderful goal as we urge our children not 

to be perfect, but to explore creative outlets for pleasure and for pleasure alone, without the 

pressure of someone else’s “perfect” performance as the only worthy goal. 

- Artists who create freely and correct later are productive. They are happy. And they are the 

people who have a body of work to show for their efforts. When we erase until the paper 

tears, or see our children doing this, we must halt the obsession. Perfectionism is not a quest 

for the best—it is the pursuit of the worst in ourselves, the part that tells us we will never be 

good enough. Perfection is egotism parading as virtue. Do not be fooled. We are good enough. 

And our children are good enough, as well. 

- Many of us harbor a belief that we must sacrifice our selves for our children. This is misplaced 

martyrdom. Our children do better when we are authentically ourselves. When Domenica was 

still young enough to be playpen-bound, I would place her amid a tower of toys and sit down 

to write. I would cue up nursery rhymes, feeling martyred as I tried for endless patience. 

Finally, one day I couldn’t take it any longer. I cued up the Rolling Stones song “Brown Sugar.” 

- “Parents have to take their kids’ creative education into their own hands. Yes, there’s cost 

involved. But if we can put our kids in sports, we can take them to a community theater play. 

We can expose them to the arts, whether they think they’re going to like it or not. 

- If we don’t show them what’s out there, and they’re not getting it at school, then how will 

they ever know their own possibility?” 

- “The saddest thing I’ve seen,” says Christine Koh, “is creativity take a backseat to academics.” 

- Being shamed for expressing ourselves or being criticized unfairly, we start to learn that 

putting any expression out into the world for attention is a dangerous act. Being wrongly 

shamed as creatives, we learn that we are wrong to create. Burying this belief under apathy 

or pessimism, the shame lives on, doing push-ups while it waits for us to try expressing 

ourselves again, only to resurface stronger than ever. 


